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what is eeg?

V =

∫
E⃗ · d⃗r

Nervous system in the body uses electricity to communicate with each other.
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how to measure eeg signal?

Figure: electrodes of International 10-20 system for EEG

From the picture, it is the one of standard position’s measure.

reference Sanei, Saeid, and Jonathon A. Chambers. EEG signal processing. John Wiley & Sons, 2013.
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type of eeg

We separate EEG signal to 5 group base on frequency.

Figure: Type of EEG signal by frequency

reference Sanei, Saeid, and Jonathon A. Chambers. EEG signal processing. John Wiley & Sons, 2013. 4



widely used models for eeg data

ARMA model
y(t) = C+ A1y(t− 1) + A2y(t− 2) + · · ·+ Apy(t− p) +

∑q
j=1 Bju(t− j)

AR model
y(t) = C+ A1y(t− 1) + A2y(t− 2) + · · ·+ Apy(t− p) + u(t)
where y(t) ∈ Rn, A1, A2, . . . , Ap ∈ Rn×n is the parameters, u(t) is the noise
input

example: Analysis of EEG signals during epileptic and alcoholic states using AR modeling techniques.IRBM, 2008.
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dependence structure

If we want to know the dependence structure of the brain.What we
should do?
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granger causality

for AR model

y(t) = C+ A1y(t− 1) + A2y(t− 2) + · · ·+ Apy(t− p) + u(t)

if sparsity in coefficients Ak
(Ak)ij = 0, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,p

∙ yi is not Granger-caused yj
∙ knowing yj does not help to improve the prediction of yi

http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/qwi_national_beta.html
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problem statement

This project attempts to learn the brain structure from EEG data,
base on AR model and Granger Casuality.

Figure: Brain connectivity

The procedure is as follow:

∙ estimate parameter of AR model
by maximum likelihood estimation.

∙ choose lag order of AR model by BIC.
∙ find Granger causality from
∙ Wald test (W)
∙ Conditional Granger Causality (F)

∙ check zero locations in W, F by
Hypothesis test.

https://team.inria.fr/parietal/research/covariance-and-graphical-models-of-brain-connectivity/
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estimate parameter of ar model

Problem: estimate parameter of AR model by maximum likelihood
estimation

from AR model can be write as

y(t) = AH(t) + u(t), A =
[
C A1 A2 . . . Ap

]
∙ estimated by maximizing the probability density function
fy(y(t)|A,Σ)

∙ from log-likelihood function of fy(y(t)|A,Σ), Â is solved by

minimizing the term
∣∣∣∣∣∣L(Y− AH)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

Â = (YHT)(HHT)−1

where Σ is covariance matrix, L is from Σ−1 = LTL
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model selection

for AR model

y(t) = C+ A1y(t− 1) + A2y(t− 2) + · · ·+ Apy(t− p) + u(t)

if
p = 1, error = 5.202%

p = 5, error = 3.425%

p = 9, error = 1.378%

Where appropriate?

Problem: choose lag order of AR model by Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC)

BIC score = −2L+ d logN

The proper lag order is found if BIC score of its model is the lowest.
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FIND GRANGER CAUSALITY

for AR model

y(t) = C+ A1y(t− 1) + A2y(t− 2) + · · ·+ Apy(t− p) + u(t)

will get Ak and Σ.

Wald statistic (W)

W = [Wij]

Wij = B̂Tij
[
Âvar(θ̂)ij

]−1
B̂ij

Conditional Granger Causality (F)

F = [Fij]

Fij = log Σ̃ii
Σii
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WALD TEST vs CONDITIONAL GC

synthesize the data for AR model

y(t) = C+ A1y(t− 1) + A2y(t− 2) + · · ·+ Apy(t− p) + u(t)

will get Ak and Σ.

Wald statistic (W) Conditional Granger Causality (F)
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WALD TEST vs CONDITIONAL GC

Fscale =
Fij − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin
, Wscale =

Wij −Wmin

Wmax −Wmin
,
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(a) when N = 500
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(b) N = 1000
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(c) N = 5000
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(d) N = 10000

Figure: |F−W|

When N > 5000, the value obtained from two method differs less
than 2%
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WALD TEST vs CONDITIONAL GC

Figure: Comparison between Wald test and Conditional GC
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ZERO PATTERN

in example, Ak ∈ R3×3 matrix

Ak =

−0.02 2.00 0.01
2.18 0.09 0.15
0.01 −7.08 9.10

 ⇒ W =

 2.12 780.45 1.10
2900.12 7.40 11.20
9.81 3701.08 5321.10


where is zero?

Problem: check zero locations in A1, A2, . . . , Ap by Wald test. For (Ak)ij if

W ≤ c

where c is a pre-determined critical value, W is (Wald statistic). We will
provide the (Ak)ij is 0.

W =

 2.12 780.45 1.10
2900.12 7.40 11.20
9.81 3701.08 5321.10

 ⇒ S =

0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
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ZERO PATTERN

From Wald test, W has zero structure as follow

Figure: example zero pattern of A1, A2, . . . , Ap ∈ R19×19

White entries denotes 0 indicate no relationship, Black entries
denotes 1
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dataset

Data set is from 10 epilepsy patients, sampled with 256 Hz obtained
from 23 Channel.
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Figure: EEG data from one subject
Preprocess

∙ Fourth-order Butterworth filter is used to digitally band pass filter
all the EEG signals between 0.5 and 50 Hz

∙ Since row 1,3,15,23 is not independent, row 1,3,15,23 is discarded
before estimating AR model. ( Â = (YHT)(HHT)−1 )
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dataset-2

Figure: Show separation between normal and seizure.

Figure: One set of data for Trial.
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bic score

Experiments with EEG signal 19 channels with 10240 samples

Figure: we choose order p=13 for AR model
∙ order from BIC of normal data set: p = 4-16
∙ order from BIC of seizure data set: p = 6-13
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zero pattern of each subjects

Figure: From segmented data, if data is from different time period, Wald test
yields different zero pattern.

Figure: Interesting result is on black structure that occur in all time period
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zero pattern of each conditions

Figure: Zero pattern in each subject from normal condition

Figure: Intersection of each subjects in the normal condition 23



zero pattern

(a) normal (b) seizure

Figure: Intersection of each subjects in the same condition
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zero pattern vs position of eeg signal measurement

The result is obtained from comparison between zero pattern and
position of EEG signal measurement.
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brain connectivity

(a) normal (b) seizure

(c) Occurs only in seizure

Figure: Brain connectivity from zero pattern.
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conclusion

Although the relation is different among time, subject and condition,
there is a common relation between position of EEG measurement
as follow

(a) normal state (b) seizure state

Figure: common relation between position of EEG measurement
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QUESTION?
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